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MINUTES 
FREEPORT PROJECT FREEPORT BOARD 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 2020 
6 P.M. 

This meeting was held online/virtually, using Zoom teleconferencing 

 
Attending:  Chair Geralyn Campanelli, Guy Blanchard, Gordon Hamlin, Ford Reiche, Vice Chair Adam Troidl, Suzanne 

Watson, Tod Yankee and Planner, Caroline Pelletier 
 
 
CALL TO ORDER: Chair Campanelli called the meeting to order at 6:02 p.m.  Town Planner, Caroline Pelletier explained 
that there is a scheduling problem tonight and the Board must be finished by 7 p.m.  
 
ITEM I:  Information Exchange 

1) Update on Staff Approvals 
Mrs. Pelletier advised that she had a staff approval for a parking recalculation at 20 Bow Street which is Freeport Public 
Market.  She did not have anything to show since it only changed the parking requirements.  
 

2) Update on Overlay District Working Group 
Mrs. Pelletier explained that the Overlay District Working Group has not yet completed their work. The Boards and 
Committees were not able to meet with the Council. With the pandemic, they have withdrawn their request for funding 
in the next year’s operating budget for work on the Overlay District standards. While it is disappointing, they had to be 
realistic with the economic times and the budget challenges they are facing. They just were not ready. She mentioned 
two exciting Planning things: 1.) The Council is in the budget process and there is some money allocated to start 
updating the Comprehensive Plan. 2.) There are some funds in the Capital budget for a vision for the downtown village 
to see how we can revitalize it. Details need to be worked out and she will give the Board an update at its next meeting. 
3.)  She noted that last week she sent the Board some information about a potential emergency ordinance that the 
Council was going to look at last night. It pertains to some potential changes in the village to allow things such as 
temporary signage, allowing businesses to expand into outdoor areas, add seating, areas for outdoor classes, outdoor 
meetings on a limited basis, etc.  That Emergency Ordinance was approved last night. We will be getting info out to our 
businesses hopefully by the end of the week. She will have more information for the Board at the next meeting. 
 
ITEM II: Approval of the minutes from the Wednesday, April 22, 2020 and the Wednesday, May 6, 2020 Project Review 
Board meetings. 
 
 MOVED AND SECONDED: To approve the Minutes of April 22, 2020 as printed in the Board’s packets. 
 (Troidl & Watson) ROLL CALL VOTE: (7 Ayes) 
 

MOVED AND SECONDED: to approve the Minutes of May 6, 2020 as printed in the Board’s packets. (Troidl & 
Yankee) ROLL CALL VOTE: (7 Ayes) 

 

ITEM III:  Reviews 
46 Main Street – Exterior Building Modifications 
The applicant is seeking approval of a Design Review Certificate for exterior building modifications to their property at 
46 Main Street.  The changes will be on the Mill Street façade of the building.  Zoning District: Village Commercial 1 (VC-
1) and Design Review I – Class C.  Tax Assessor Map 11, Lot 120.  GWB Freeport, LLC., owner; David Graham, Graham 
Architects, representative.   
 
Mrs. Pelletier advised that this is the building soon to be home for Levi’s at the corner of Mill and Main Street. They have 
a rather large electrical panel set up on the side of the building facing Mill Street. Work was underway and they came in 
about removing the existing metering enclosure. Although it is part of the building, typically the Board does not see 
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electrical meters come before them. It is just something we have always allowed people to do and not gotten involved in 
in.  In this case, they wanted to remove the small existing enclosure so in her opinion, it was a building modification and 
they had to come back. Work got done and everything was shut down and here we are addressing a metering enclosure. 
They want to replace the enclosure but want to make it bigger. It will not project any further from the building. It will be 
made of wood. Staff does not have any issue with this request. She noted that there was one bush removed and they 
are not proposing to replace it.  
 
David Graham, Architect, did not have any comments to add. He did point out that the bush had to be removed due to 
the size of the meter enclosure. The Board had no questions and there were no public comments.  
 

Design Review Ordinance: Chapter 22 Section VII.C. 
1. Scale of the Building. The scale of a building depends on its overall size, the mass of it in relationship to the 

open space around it, and the sizes of its doors, windows, porches and balconies. The scale gives a building 
"presence"; that is, it makes it seem big or small, awkward or graceful, overpowering or unimportant. The scale 
of a building should be visually compatible with its site and with its neighborhood. 

 
The scale of the building will not be altered.  Based upon this information, the Board finds that this standard has 
been met. 

 
2. Height. A sudden dramatic change in building height can have a jarring effect on the streetscape, i.e., the way 

the whole street looks. A tall building can shade its neighbors and/or the street. The height or buildings should 
be visually compatible with the heights of the buildings in the neighborhood. 

 
The height of the building will not be altered.  Based upon this information, the Board finds that this standard has 
been met. 

 

3. Proportion of Building's Front Facade. The "first impression" a building gives is that of its front facade, the side 
of the building, which faces the most frequently used public way. The relationship of the width to the height 
of the front facade should be visually compatible with that of its neighbors. 

 
The proportions of the front façade will not be altered.  Based upon this information, the Board finds that this 
standard has been met. 

 
4. Rhythm of Solids to Voids in Front Facades. When you look at any facade of a building, you see openings such 

as doors or windows (voids) in the wall surface (solid). Usually the voids appear as dark areas, almost holes, in 
the solid and they are quite noticeable, setting up a pattern or rhythm. The pattern of solids and voids in the 
front facade of a new or altered building should be visually compatible with that of its neighbors. 

 
The rhythm of solids to voids in the front façade will be retained and the meter enclosure will be replaced in the 
existing location, just slightly larger.  No changes to the location of nearby windows are proposed.   Based upon this 
information, the Board finds that this standard has been met. 

 
5. Proportions of Opening within the Facility. Windows and doors come in a variety of shapes and sizes; even 

rectangular window and door openings can appear quite different depending on their dimensions. The 
relationship of the height of windows and doors to their width should be visually compatible with the 
architectural style of the building and with that of its neighbors. 

 
Proportions of openings within the facility will remain unchanged.  Based upon this information, the Board finds 
that this standard has been met. 

 
6.  Roof Shapes. A roof can have a dramatic impact on the appearance of a building. The shape and proportion of 
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the roof should be visually compatible with the architectural style of the building and with those of 
neighboring buildings. 

 
The roof shape of the building will not be altered.  Based upon this information, the Board finds that this standard 
has been met. 

 
7.  Relationship of Facade Materials. The facades of a building are what give it character, and the character varies 

depending on the materials of which the facades are made and their texture. In Freeport, many different 
materials are used on facades - clapboards, shingles, patterned shingles, brick - depending on the architectural 
style of the building. The facades of a building, particularly the front facade, should be visually compatible 
with those of other buildings around it. 

 
The new enclosure will be about seven feet in width and seven feet in height.  It will be sided in wood, with louvers 
on the front and cedar shingles on the roof.  It will be painted to match the remainder of the building. Based upon 
this information, the Board finds that this standard has been met. 

 
8. Rhythm of Spaces to Building on Streets. The building itself is not the only thing you see when you look at it; 

you are also aware of the space where the building is not, i.e., the open space which is around the building. 
Looking along a street, the buildings and open spaces set up a rhythm. The rhythm of spaces to buildings 
should be considered when determining visual compatibility, whether it is between buildings or between 
buildings and the street (setback). 

 
The rhythm of spaces to building on the street will not be altered.  Based upon this information, the Board finds that 
this standard has been met. 
 

9. Site Features. The size, placement and materials of walks, walls, fences, signs, driveways and parking 
areas may have a visual impact on a building. These features should be visually compatible with the 
building and neighboring buildings. 

 
The existing enclosure was removed and will be replaced with a similar, but larger structure. It will not extend any 
further into the setback than the existing enclosure.  The new enclosure will be about seven feet in width and seven 
feet in height.  One bush has been removed from the abutting landscaped area and is not proposed to be replaced.  
Based upon this information, the Board finds that this standard has been met. 
 

10. In addition to the requirements of the Freeport Sign Ordinance, signs in the Freeport Design Review District 
shall be reviewed for the following: materials, illumination, colors, lettering style, location on site or building, 
size and scale. Minor changes that do not alter the dimensions or lettering style of an existing sign need not be 
reviewed, i.e. personal name changes for professional offices, or changes in hours of operation. See Special 
Publication: "Sign Application Requirements". 

 
No new signage is proposed. Based upon this information, the Board finds that this standard has been met. 

 
Conclusion: Based on these facts the Board finds that this project meets the criteria and standards of the Design 
Review Ordinance. 
 

MOVED AND SECONDED:  Be it ordered that the Freeport Project Review Board approve the printed Findings 
of Fact and Design Review Certificate for GWB Freeport, LLC, for exterior building alterations at 46 Main Street 
(Tax Assessor Map 11, Lot 120), to be built substantially as proposed, application dated 04/27/2020, finding 
that it meets the standards of Freeport Design Review Ordinance, with the following Conditions of Approval: 

1) This approval incorporates by reference all supporting plans that amend the previously approved 
plans submitted by the applicant and his/her representatives at Project Review Board meetings and 
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hearings on the subject application to the extent that they are not in conflict with other stated 
conditions.(Blanchard & Reiche) ROLL CALL VOTE: (7 Ayes)  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Habitat for Humanity Subdivision – US Route One / Old Brunswick Road 
The applicant is presenting conceptual plans for a three-lot residential open space subdivision on US Route One / Old 
Brunswick Road.  Access to the lots will be from new driveways on Old Brunswick Road.  Approximately 3 acres of open 
space are proposed.  Zoning District:  Medium Density A (MD-A).  Tax Assessor Map 18, Lot 15.  Habitat for Humanity, 
applicant and owner; Travis Letellier, PE, Northeast Civil Solutions, representative.   
 
Mrs. Pelletier explained that this is an application for a residential open space subdivision. It is in the Medium Density A 
Zone and the Board has not seen one of these before. It works the same as other open space subdivisions. The Board 
might notice that the lot sizes are much smaller. It is a minor subdivision and would come before the Board for 
conceptual review and then come back for final. Usually the Board would get an introduction and decide if you want to 
have a site walk. They would come back and the Board would take action on the conceptual plan and basically what that 
says is that the Board determines that they are showing the open space in the right area and the development in the 
right areas. They would then go away and do all their engineering and come back for final approval. This is a 4.9-acre 
parcel that is mostly forested. There are some wetlands. They are proposing three lots with private driveways off of Old 
Brunswick Road. They laid it out to avoid access coming out onto U.S. Route One. The project would require driveway 
entrance permits from the Freeport Public Works Department. She feels the Board will see some tweaks to the 
driveways since Earl Gibson drove out there today and feels that one of the lots has some sight distance issues. They 
need to meet 250 feet in either direction but that is something that will be looked at as it goes forward. The plan shows 
wetlands and they have tried to incorporate them into the open space to the greatest extent possible. The most recent 
version of the plan does have steep slopes and that is something we will need clarification on. The Ordinance is pretty 
specific with when they need to be deducted, not only that they are steep slopes but they have to be unstable soils. This 
is something the Board will need more information on how it impacts the net residential acreage calculation, if at all.  
We can look at this if the Board chooses to do a site walk. Each lot will have a well and septic system. Some of the test 
pits are shown pretty far back on those lots so as we go forward in the process, we always want to make sure to show 
the test pits in practical locations so the wells can be installed on the recording plan.  

 
There are two waiver requests. One is to allow underground utilities. This is something the Bord has seen before. There 
are very specific criteria in the Ordinance as to when you can waive that. The applicant will need to present some 
additional information to the Board showing how requiring underground utilities would impact the cost. The second is a 
waiver for stormwater management which creates more of a challenge. We have stormwater requirements in the 
Subdivision Ordinance and the Zoning Ordinance and as the Board knows, we shouldn’t be waiving our zoning provision. 
After review by Staff, they would not recommend that waiver. Based upon the size and nature of the development, they 
will have to do some calculations but typically stormwater management would be minimal things such as storm drip 
edge, rain gardens, etc. This is something the Board can talk about with the applicant and they can reach out to the 
Town Engineer.  If the Board wants, we can have Adam look at it and weigh in.  
 
Travis Letellier of Northeast Civil Solutions noted that he felt that Mrs. Pelletier did a fine job introducing the points of 
the project. He introduced Jim Fisher, the president of the company as well as Godfrey Wood, the Executive Director of 
Habitat. He referred to the stormwater waiver and if the Board looks at the actual submission requirements for a Minor 
Subdivision, he pointed to Appendix E of the Stormwater Management Plan and that it is something the Board may 
request as part of the project. Also, in the Ordinance there is a list of when the Stormwater Management Plan can be 
waived and that is if the development produces less than 5% of impervious area over the entire lot. Right now, as it is 
shown, they have 6,000 sq. ft. of impervious area on a 200,000 sq. ft. lot so it is less than 3%. He believes that it is 
criteria that they do not need to submit or waive from the standards. Regarding steep slopes, he has shown on the plans 
areas that are greater than 20%. However, it is forested and vegetated and is not an area that will produce unstable soils 
so they didn’t take them out of the net density calculation. Mr. Fisher of Northeast Civil advised the Board that on April 
20th they did have a voluntary neighborhood meeting with social distancing in place. The neighbors were invited to come 
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out and meet with them on site and look at the project. Eight or nine people showed up and the meeting lasted about 
an hour. He mentioned that Old Brunswick Road is a dead-end road with access off Route One.  They are looking at a 
limited number of properties on Old Brunswick Road and believes there were 13 properties there so they are looking at 
a road where the speed limit is posted at 25 mph. that dead ends and there isn’t a lot of traffic. Everybody understood 
what was going on and the feedback was quite good. They were pleased that the development is going to be a Habitat 
for Humanity development. He pointed out that Habitat’s demographic is workforce housing. This is not Section 8 
housing. Habitat has been around for quite a long time and they look for select opportunities near Portland and up and 
down the coast. This just turned out to be a great project for them. They are proposing a 3-lot subdivision on over 5 
acres and the three lots would occupy approximately 1 ½ acres. Whether the stormwater waiver kicks in or not, it is 
completely up to the Board. As Travis mentioned, he is not sure there is anything to waive so he doesn’t know if they 
qualify for that. There is no infrastructure other than driveways to the individual houses. The roads are already there 
and the utilities are already in. There are above ground utilities on utility poles on the other side of Old Brunswick Road 
from this particular area. They would be looking at taking advantage of the poles that are already there and being able 
to come off those poles, two off on one and one off of the other to the three proposed houses. They would not have to 
open the street to go underground. Because Habitat tries to keep their costs down as much as possible, the proposal for 
these houses is to be close to Old Brunswick Road and the overhead utilities should be able to get very easily to the 
three houses they are proposing. As far as the sight distances, there is no issue until you come to a curve in the road. As 
far as the driveway shown to the corner lot, he feels they can move it a little further away. At 25 mph. on a dead-end 
road, he is not sure it will be necessary. They will work with the Public Works Director on that.  
 
Before they go into a subdivision, they have their soils scientist go out to a site and do a number of test pits throughout 
the area. This was done before Habitat acquired the property. They did determine that there are several viable septic 
systems spots throughout the property. They show them essentially as far away as possible from the lots because they 
want as much gravity flow as possible. They knew individual pumps would be necessary and then as far as the wells are 
concerned, they would be the requisite distance away or further from the separation from the septic systems. There is 
only one abutter to this property and not separated by a road. They will take a look at her septic system and her well to 
determine they are not intruding on anything as far as she is concerned. She was at the meeting. Everyone thought this 
was a good idea for a development. If this property was going to be developed, this was the best way to go about doing 
it. He offered to answer questions.  
 
Chair Campanelli asked about open space and the slopes. She asked if there is any way to install a path to connect to 
anything, trails or even Route One. Mr. Fisher indicated that the land is certainly traversable and if we do a site walk, it is 
a very nice wooded area and pretty easily walkable. They would be happy to orient anybody if they want to go out there 
and take a look at it. As for connectivity, there are only two abutters and they do not want to make a connection to 
Route One. There are no sidewalks up in that area as well as safety issues so they are not proposing that. There could be 
a walking path or a trail throughout the remaining 3 ½ acres of the property. People from the development can go there 
anyway. Open space areas are open to the public so they are not stopping anybody from going there. There are no other 
trails anywhere near the area that they would want to promote as far as connectivity without having to cross roads. It is 
a nice open space and they would love to show it to the Board. There will be a Homeowner’s Association that will be 
taking care of this. There will be no tree cutting or clearing unless there is danger from dying or dead trees. Those ca be 
taken down. The building envelopes on the actual lots are quite small and the homes are fairly modest. They are 
proposing the homes up near the top of the lot with no massive yard. The property owners do own the property.  
 
Chair Campanelli invited members of the public to weigh in. Mrs. Pelletier noted she had a question for Godfrey Wood. 
The person asked where someone starts with the application process for Habitat for Humanity. Mr. Wood explained that 
they have information sessions for interested families. They tell them what the requirements are and then they submit 
an application which they review for all sorts of criteria. They visit their homes and try to determine their needs. 
Ultimately, they will select one family per home. The applicants will be helping them build their home and will put in 275 
hours of sweat equity.  
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Susan C. mentioned that she originally thought four homes were being proposed but now sees that one has been 
removed. She asked how to acquire a copy of the new plan that abuts her. Mrs. Pelletier offered to mail her a copy of 
the plan. Mr. Fisher explained the reason why the fourth lot was removed. As far as the wetlands are concerned, they 
had Albert Frick out multiple times and he found no vernal pools.  
 
Mr. Troidl noted he is not finding the language that would have stormwater not apply. He asked what they are avoiding 
by doing the stormwater. Is it just the cost of the analysis assuming it would just be drip line filters and other things?  
Mr. Letallier suggested that he look under Appendix E under the Subdivision Ordinance and explained what it said.  
Jim or Travis noted they are not trying to avoid anything. This is a pretty minor development.  Mr. Fisher noted they are 
not trying to avoid anything. If the Board wants a stormwater management report, they can do that. He asked the Board 
to take a look spatially at the plan relative to where they are proposing the driveways and houses. While they can 
change, they will not change by much. They can certainly submit a pseudo report as it were regarding stormwater 
management but there just isn’t a whole lot to do on a project such as this. They found the lot to be great and already 
set up for them.  
 
Chair Campanelli mentioned that this is covered in two different ordinances and the Board would like to see some type 
of plan. It is in their best interest to create some document and she encouraged them to talk to the Town Engineer and 
work out what they can regarding this issue. That would be the best approach. Mrs. Pelletier clarified that they are 
correct in the fact that based upon the size of the development, we have different requirements for submission. The 
same standards apply to all subdivisions. They still have to meet 11.6 Stormwater Management and also Section 529 of 
the Zoning Ordinance for Stormwater. She would be happy to work with them and connect them to Adam Bliss. She can 
get more information for the Board if desired. Mr. Troidl noted he thinks it is just an issue of light documentation if 
construction would change or there is any further cost. He would not expect a 50-page analysis.  
 
Chair Campanelli noted that the applicant has the burden of proof and they should be showing the Board why they don’t 
need underground utilities or why it is cost prohibitive and why that is in the best interest of their project. They will also 
need to work out the driveway. Because it is a minor subdivision, there is only a concept and the final so in the way the 
Subdivision Ordinance is written, it is kind of a big leap from concept to final. It is helpful if the applicants can bring in a 
little more documentation and work through things a bit more for the concept plan so the Board will have something to 
react to. It would be helpful and the Board typically likes to do site walks. Mr. Reiche noted he would be in favor of a site 
walk and would like the discussion with Adam Bliss prior to that would be helpful. Others agreed. Mr. Hamlin asked if it 
is really necessary to do a site walk on this size subdivision. Chair Campanelli explained that if the Board is going to go 
out and look at the site, it should meet as a group and it should be advertised to the public so members of the public can 
hear everything said on the site walk. Board members really should not go out on their own and do that. It would not be 
acceptable. Mr. Hamlin advised that he would participate in the site walk if the Board feels it is appropriate in this size 
development.  
 
Mrs. Pelletier advised that the Fire Chief advised that residential sprinklers would be required so the applicant can reach 
out to Chief Jordan if they have questions on that requirement. For the site walk, it sounds like as of June 1 we 
potentially might be able to do a site walk but we will wait to see directives from the Governor about gatherings and 
group size. There are 16 abutters that we have to notify for this project. If there is a limit of 50 people, we should be 
able to accommodate that. We would have a quorum of Board members able to go on the site walk. Typically, we do it 
prior to a meeting and the Board has another site walk also on hold at this point. Potentially we could schedule two site 
walks before the June meeting. We could put the applicant on the June agenda, go to the site walk and come before the 
Board. If the Board says they did everything perfectly, they could come back and the Board could consider the plan. 
Worse case, the Board could say they need to make some adjustments. The Board has a draft motion in front of it that 
leaves it open ended at this point. Typically, site walks have to be set by the Board and it is a challenge right now so the 
draft motion would table the application tonight and allow her to go ahead and schedule the site walk as soon as we are 
safely able to do that. She asked the applicant how long the Board would need to walk the site. Mr. Fisher noted there 
isn’t much to see there. It is completely wooded. He wouldn’t expect it would take more than 20-30 minutes tops to 
point out a couple of things and answer questions the Board might have. Mrs. Pelletier noted that it looks like the site 
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walk could be scheduled in June but if the Board has too many other items, she might be able to find a date that the 
Board could just do a couple of site walks on. Chair Campanelli feels it would be worth doing a short site walk and gain a 
better understanding of the neighbors’ concerns as well.  She suggested that someone make a motion and after the vote 
discuss site walks for June.  
 

MOVED AND SECONDED: Be it ordered that the Freeport Project Review Board table the review of the 
Site Inventory, Analysis and Conceptual Sketch Plan for Habitat for Humanity for a three-lot residential 
open space subdivision on Old Brunswick Road /Route One (Tax Assessor Map 18, Lot 15) until after 
such time that the Board is able to conduct a site walk.  Furthermore, the Board gives directive to Staff 
to schedule a site walk at such time when it is safe to do so and when it is clearly permitted by the 
Governor. (Reiche & Watson) ROLL CALL VOTE: (7 Ayes) (0 Nays)  

 
Mrs. Pelletier advised that the other site walk will most likely take more time since it is on the other side of town and 
she won’t know until the middle of next week what the Board will have on its agenda. The Board could do a site walk 
and then do a couple of items from the Tabled status. We can wait until next week and see what comers in but we do 
need to notify abutters of the site walk so we do need advance notice. She will reach out to the Chair and if it is too 
much, we could schedule something the weekend before the meeting to just to view those two site walks.  Ms. Watson 
noted she would not be opposed to doing the site walks separate from the meeting itself. Mr. Reiche didn’t feel strongly 
either way. He was going to suggest doing two site walks before the meeting and it would be more convenient than 
doing it on the weekend. He is flexible and feels both of these projects are fairly straight forward.  Chair Campanelli does 
not want to jam up anybody’s weekend. Mrs. Pelletier pointed out that it doesn’t have to happen on a weekend. 
Perhaps the Board could do the site walks on the second Wednesday and then do our meeting on the third Wednesday. 
If Board members are willing to do site walks on the second Wednesday, she could look at scheduling that. Chair 
Campanelli noted she would be fine with that and others agreed. The applicants indicated that anything that works for 
the Board will work for them.  
 
ITEM IV:  Election of a Board member for the position of Secretary.   
 
Chair Campanelli noted that Drew Wing was Secretary and his time on the Board elapsed. She explained the duties for 
the Secretary and that in the fall, the Board will be electing a Chair, Vice Chair and a Secretary.  
 

MOVED AND SECONDED: to nominate Suzanne Watson. (Blanchard & Hamlin). ROLL CALL VOTE: (6 
Ayes) (1 Recused-Watson) (0 Nays)     

 
ITEM V:  Persons wishing to address the Board on non-agenda items. There were no comments provided 
 
ITEM VI:  Adjourn. 
   

MOVED AND SECONDED: to adjourn at 6:59 p.m. (Troidl & Yankee) ROLL CALL VOTE: (7 Ayes) (0 Nays)  
 

Recorded by Sharon Coffin 
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